[Parental attitudes at the beginning of child's stuttering].
Stuttering is a communication disorder that frequently starts at the age of three or four years. Its appearance and progression may impose psychological effects on children and their families. We evaluated parental attitudes in the initial period of stuttering. Twenty-two children or adolescents (16 males, 6 females; mean age 8.8+/-4.4 years; range 4 to 18 years) were assessed. A semi-structured clinical interview was administered to all the patients to determine whether stuttering was triggered by stressors and to examine the attitudes of parents and the course of their applying for treatment. After the onset of stuttering symptoms, the most frequent parental attitude was found as punishment and warning to their child (54.5%). Before stuttering appeared, the most frequent triggering event was of being excessively scared of anything (68.2%). The mean age of onset of stuttering was 3.4+/-1.1 years (range 2 to 7 years). The events that trigger stuttering also continue in the attitudes and thoughts of parents concerning stuttering. After the diagnosis, the parental attitude plays a significant role in the effectiveness of treatment. In this respect, parents should be informed during their first application for treatment.